
SET-UP
perfect YOUr

words  j o e l  t a d m a n 
P ICture s  G U I l d e n B U R G H

T he majority of golfers attempt to 
improve their swing by 
addressing faults with their 

plane or path, seeking a motion that 
mimics the Tour pros. But sadly, their 
work and dedication to this cause is 
often pointless. Why? Because almost 
every bad shot can be traced back to a 
fault in the set-up. What the club or 
your body does during your swing, 
right or wrong, is ultimately a 
consequence of your set-up position.

Getting a spot on address position 
is about so much more than just 
getting a good base. It allows 
different parts of your body to move 
in the right way, decreasing 
dispersion, increasing consistency 
while adding distance and frequency 
to your good shots. >>

SET UP A
SUCCESSFUL

YEAR!

I M P R O V E R
{ game}

◗ARM HANG

◗PELVIC bENd

◗SPINE ANGLE

◗KNEE FLEx

◗GRIP

◗SHAFT ANGLE

◗FEET

◗bALL POSITION

Discover the cause of faults 
and add consistency with a 
textbook set-up from 
Gareth Johnston.
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Spinal posture
CRE ATE  AN OP T IMUM SPINE ANGLE  wITH CORREC T  PELVIC  T ILT
Typically, from averages taken 
from studies, golfers should be 
looking to achieve 12-18 degrees 
of forward bend in their pelvis. 
This is vital for the health of the 

spine, making sure spine is 
neutral with the pelvis, thoracic 
spine and neck all aligned 
correctly. This is important 
predominantly for good rotation 

and stability in the golf swing. 
These days, people sat at desks 
over long periods of time can 
lead to very poor posture, which 
increases the risk of injury. 

◗ how to tilt correctly
Leaning on a club to help with balance, 
tilt the pelvis underneath you. 
Secondly, tilt it back the other way as 
far as it will go. Then find a middle 
ground between the two. This position 
should create the perfect pelvic tilt. 
Check in a windowor mirror to be sure. 

◗ pelvic checkpoint
Another good checkpoint when trying 
to achieve the ideal pelvic tilt is to 
position a cane along your body on the 
same angle as the spine. When pelvis 
is tilted back correctly, the cane 
should point behind you. It will point 
down when the pelvis is tucked under.

1
pelvis drill

checkpoint

1

2

inward curve
To achieve the correct posterior 
tilt in the pelvis, place your  left 
hand on your lower back as 
shown. You should be able to 
form a concave curve with your 
verterbrae, with your hand 
resting in the bottom of it.

avoid a c-Shape
Pelvic tilt underneath the body 
increases the risk of injury and 
causes poor rotation because 
the vertebrae aren’t aligned. 
When this occurs, the arms 
take over and the swing 
becomes very disconnected. 
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pelvis alignment
IMPROVE YOUR HIP  AL IGNMENT wITH A  LEF T  H IP  bUMP
Side bend of the pelvis is tilt 
– which hips sits higher. In 
golf, you rotate around an 
incline pelvis - the pelvis 
tilted forwards. As you 
rotate on the axis the right 
hip will go up and at impact 
the left hip will go up. It's 
crucial that the spine is 
aligned correctly under 
rotation. If the right hip gets 
high at impact that’s when 
you start to see a jamming of 
the hips, compression in the 
right side and a increase in 
risk of injury. 

◗ Steeper attack with a wedge
Place a cane down your spine in front of you as shown. 
For a full shot with a wedge, you want the cane to touch 
your upper groin as you tilt your spine away from the 
target helping to steepen your angle of attack

◗ upward hit for a driver
The driver requires the largest amount of spinal tilt away 
from the target because you need to strike the ball in your 
upswing. So let the cane touch your inner knee when you 
tilt back. This also allows you to turn more behind the ball.

◗ thigh touch for ironS
For irons shots, you want the cane to touch the middle of 
your thigh as you tilt it away from the target. This will 
shallow the angle of attack compared to a wedge when 
combined with moving the ball position forward slightly.

2

wedge driverirons

go with a bump
As a drill, position a cane or 
alignment stick in ground 
vertically outside your left foot. 
In the address position, feel 
you bump your left hip towards 
it slightly, dropping the right hip 
in the process.

why the move iS key
Doing this drill enhances 
rotation around your axis and 
helps to produce efficient 
weight transfer. This move is 
also fundamental in stopping 
the reverse pivot and allows 
you to pivot correctly.

l o g  o n 
T o  T H E  T g 

W E B S I T E 
f o r  m o r E 

B a S I c S
T u I T I o n
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grip it to rip it
A NEUTR AL  GRIP  ME ANS S TR AIGHTER SHOT S
Golfers that have excessive 
curvature on their ball flight can 
often trace this back to a poor 
hold on the club. The grip directly 
influences the clubface so any 
minor faults with your hands' 
position amplifies rotation of the 
clubface and consequently 

increases the dispersion of your 
golf shots. Golfers with strong 
grips promote a closing of the 
clubface and often fail to release 
the club, causing hooked shots. A 
weaker grip often results in sliced 
shots because they tend to hold 
the clubface open through impact.

3

◗ a quick Slice fix
If you tend to slice the ball, try 
adopting a stronger left hand grip with 
three knuckles on the left hand visible. 
The encourages a closing of the 
clubface through impact.

◗ Shoulder pointer
To achieve a neutral right hand 
position on the grip, feel that the 
crease between your thumb and 
forefinger extends up your arm and 
points to your right shoulder.

◗ top loader
Holding the club in the fingers allows 
you to use the wrists in the swing 
giving good clubhead speed. Poor hold 
means you can’t load the club 
correctly in the backswing. 

slicer tip

hand check

checkpoint

1

2

3

left thumb iS key
Ensure the left thumb sits 
parallel to the grip not diagonal 
to it. Also notice how the thumb 
and forefinger lie close 
together. A long left thumb 
reduces wrist hinge and 
therefore clubhead speed.

holding drill
If you were to stand casually 
and rest a club in your hand, it 
would naturally sit in your 
fingers, not the palm of your 
hand. This is the feeling you 
want to achieve when you grip 
the club for playing shots.
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The angle you have your feet 
at address influences the 
amount of hip turn you can 
generate in the backswing 
and throughswing.  
Remember to use the heels to 
check alignment, not the toes 
as a flared foot is misleading!

get 'ready'
To achieve the ‘ready' position 
align your knee caps over the 
base joint of the toes. This 
engages the quads for action 
and also absorbs weight 
transfer optimally, enhancing 
the generation of power.

Knee flex
feetS TAY IN  bAL ANCE ANd TR ANSFER wEIGHT  EFF ICIENTLY 

ALTER HIP  AC T ION 
wITH YOUR FEE T

Achieving the right amount of 
knee flex is an underrated aspect 
of the address position. Tour 
pros achieve between 145-155 
degrees of flex in their knees at 

address - not too much, not too 
little. This helps the pelvis sit in 
the right position and achieve 
balance during their swing.       
     Having the right flex in the 

right knee at address and 
maintainting this in the 
backswing helps keep the hips 
level, reducing the chance of a 
reverse pivot.

4
5

flex correctly
Too much knee flex often 
causes weight to shifts 
excessively towards the heels. 
Too little knee flex and the 
weight may shift toward the 
toes. Also make sure the knees 
don't slide outwards or inwards.

Straight knee flex
To create the correct knee 
alignment for torque and 
rotation during the swing, point 
the knees over the big toes at 
address. Use canes positioned 
straight down your thighs to 
check the direction of flex.

the tip

tg recommends

weight

◗ hip limiter Set-up
Standing with both feet square to the 
target limits the hip action during the 
swing. Many amateur overuse their 
hips, especially in the backswing.

◗ Straight and flared
This feet set up helps the hips resist on 
the way back and clear the hips on the 
way down with lateral rotation by 
flaring the left foot out slightly. 

◗ no more ShankS!
Ensure you position your weight in the 
widest part of the feet. This will help to 
improve your swing path, swing plane 
and reduce the chances of a shank!
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◗ compreSS your ironS
A static ball position underneath the left eye, 
biomechanically the lowest point of the club’s arc 
irrespective of the size of player, keeps the club's lowest 
point consistent assisting in compression with all irons.

◗ moSt forward for the driver
By positioning the ball underneath the left armpit, the 
club will strike the ball on the rise. This provides the 
optimal launch control presenting dynamic loft and 
creating a rainbow ball flight for carry and roll.

◗ achieve a Sweeping blow
Underneath the left ear is where the club starts to level 
out creating a fraction of a downward blow. This allows 
you to still make a slight downward blow without 
chopping down or hitting it on the upstroke, topping it.

wedge driverirons

Ball position
AdjUS T  IT  CORREC TLY  wITH E A SE
Having the correct ball position 
for every club in your bag is what 
allows you to use them most 
effectively. Many golfers don't 
realise the subtle changes that are 
required in your stance between a 
driver and a fairway wood, or an 
iron and a wedge. Moving the ball 
position simply allows you to 
strike the ball at different points in 
your swing arc either side of it's 
low point. Find out which club 
goes where with these tips.

6

l o g  o n 
T o  T H E  T g 

W E B S I T E 
f o r  m o r E 
a d d r E S S 
T u I T I o n

back foot Shift
Starting with the ball just 
forward of centre for a wedge, 
gradually move the back foot 
away from the target slightly as 
the club gets longer. This is a 
simple and effective way to 
change ball position correctly.
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hanging around
The arms should hang down 
vertically, helping the club get 
on plane early in the swing. If 
you were to hang a cane down 
the shoulders, the front of your 
hand should touch the inside of 
it as shown here.

arm hang
IMPROVE YOUR SwING PL ANE wITH A  NATUR AL  ARM HANG POSIT ION
When the arms hang down 
incorrectly, they tend to try and 
do the job the spine should and 
overwork during the swing. 
This means your upper body 

rotation will be reduced and 
your swing plane will go array. 
Arm hang is directly linked to 
your hand position. If the hands 
are positioned the correct 

distance away from the thighs, 
the arms should hang straight 
down regardless of the height of 
the golfer. Get your arm hang 
on the money with these tips.

7

◗ improve poSture with 
correct arm hang
A good two-step drill to ahieve the 
correct arm hang in your pre-shot 
routine is to stand up straight with 
your shoulders back and arms hanging 
naturally by your side.

◗ bend forward
Then, bend forward from underneath 
the belly button, maintaining the angle  
in your spine and the flexing the knees 
slightly. If you allow your arms to fall 
naturally, they'll hang straight down. 
Now take your grip. Your posture will 
improve dramatically with this drill.

the drill

the drill

1

2

common faultS
If the arms rest too far away 
from you at address you 
promote an inside takeaway 
with the club being swung too 
flat. You'll then generally come 
over the top in the downswing 
to rectify this movement.
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Shaft angle
COMPRE S S  THE  bALL  ANd F INd THE  SwEE T SPOT  wITH THIS  SPOT  ON
Presenting the correct shaft angle 
at address both laterally and 
vertically is crucial in ensuring 
the club is used properly. If the 
sole of the club isn't flat to the 

ground when you strike the ball, 
you won't find the sweetspot, 
which means you'll lose distance 
and accuracy. Remember, the 
shaft of your clubs bend forwards 

and outwards slightly at impact, 
so allow for this by ensuring the 
toe is slightly in the air at address. 
Slide a penny underneath to 
check this is the case.

8

◗ Shaft checkpoint
The shaft should point between the 
belt buckle and belly button. This helps 
achieve the correct forearm and wrist 
position at address, helping to load the 
club correctly in the backswing. 

◗ avoid a cupping
A cupping of the left wrist at address 
with the hands too far back reduces 
your ability to square the clubface and 
compress the ball by adding loft to the 
club at impact.

◗ rule your Swing
As a drill, position a ruler down the 
back of your glove as shown. The ruler 
should be in contact with your forearm 
up to your elbow. You should be able to 
maintain this angle in the backswing.

the drill

the FaUlt

the drill

club lie fault
When the hands are too high, the 
wrists bow too much and the 
arms point away from you. This 
stops you from loading the wrists 
or setting the club correctly in 
the backswing. causes issues 
with plane and path. 

allow a Slight lean
Let the club sit naturally in your 
right hand. You'll find the club 
naturally rests with a slight 
forward lean in the shaft with 
the butt of the club pointing just 
left of the belly button, into the 
way the club is designed to lie.  

X


